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Abstract. The data preprocessing is very important part of the knowledge discovery process. Data mining systems con-
tains tens of preprocessing methods (for example methods for missing data imputation, data reduction, discretization, data
enrichment, etc...) and usually it is not clear which methods to use. The selection of preprocessing methods appropriate
for particular dataset needs strong experience and a lot of experimenting.

In this paper we will test influence of modelling method whichis the corner stone of Inductive Preprocessing Algorithm.
Modelling method is used to evaluate evolved sequence of thepreprocessing methods. In this paper we compare four
modelling methods in respect to final achieved accuracy. Thetested modelling methods are Polynomial model, Decision
Tree, SVM and Logistic Function Classifier.

To test our automatic preprocessing utilize several real-world datasets available from UCI Machine learning repository.
To extend our experiments we selected three common problemswith dataset – missing data, imbalanced classes and data
with noise and introduce them into the data. In this paper we will demonstrate abilities of inductive preprocessing method.
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1 Introduction

The data preprocessing is very important part of the knowledge discovery process. According to [11] the data prepro-
cessing takes about 80% of whole data mining process. More the preprocessing is corner stone of every data mining
process and there is no good model without correctly preprocessed data. To make thighs even harder data mining systems
contains tens preprocessing methods – for example methods for missing values imputation, data reduction, reduction of
dimensionality (PCA), data enrichment or normalization. The selection of preprocessing methods and configuration of
their parameters which are appropriate for given dataset needs strong experience and a lot of experimenting.

To overcome this drawback of the knowledge discovery process we are developing a novel inductive method for
automatic selection and configuration of preprocessing method. This inductive method starts with random preprocessing
sequence and looks for preprocessing methods which fits to the data and the model trained with data preprocessed with
this sequence achieves the best accuracy. The aim of this method is to allow less experienced users to preprocess their data
and therefore finish the knowledge discovery process with better results – in other words with better accuracy of resulting
model.

The goal of this paper is to test the influence of the modellingmethod used to calculate the fitness to the results of the
Inductive Preprocessing Algorithm. Mainly, influence to best achieved accuracy and to test if all modelling methods are
able to achieve the same accuracy and the variance of the results.

There are several other possible approaches to computer assisted preprocessing. But all of them still requires interac-
tion with user. In general there are three possible ways how to assist user in data preprocessing or usually more general in
KDD process [6].
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• Design sequence from scratch– system allows user to create sequence on his own. Just controls meta-features after
each preprocessing method in sequence and indicates to userwhich preprocessing methods he may use and if the
sequence is valid.

• Design sequence from existing one– system examines new dataset and searches the most similar problem solved in
past. Founded sequences are offered to user. Search of similar datasets are usually done using meta-data. Meta-data
describes properties of dataset. For example indication ofmissing values in dataset, statistical properties of data
and so on.

• Design sequence via task decomposition– user defines a goal which he wants to achieve and system extracts meta-
data. With these data system guides user through series of task decomposition.

One possible approach is presented by Intelligent Discovery Assistant (IDA) by Bernstein and Provost [4, 5]. Their
approach is based on ontology. IDA is framework for ontology-driven process-oriented assistants for KDD [3]. Assistant
concerns about whole KDD process not just preprocessing butthe preprocessing is part. IDA helps user to create valid
KDD process. Process is composed of several blocks. Each block containspre-conditions, post-conditionsandheuristic
indicators[6].

Pre-conditionsindicates meta-features which data must met before block isapplicable. For example input data may
contain missing values or must be nominal values, etc. Thepost-conditionsdescribes which meta-features data posses
after this block. For example data are normalized or in One-of-N code. Withpre-conditionsandpost-conditionsthe IDA
may indicate to user which block he may use. And what operations he have to apply to the data.

Heuristic indicatorsindicates influence of block on whole KDD process. How the block affects speed, accuracy, com-
prehensibility of model, etc... Data reduction increases speed, pruning decreases speed but increases comprehensibility of
model (examples are taken from [6]). Definition ofheuristic indicatorsallows the IDA to search for the KDD sequence
which suits the most to the user defined conditions.

Other possible approach presents MiningMart project [8, 10, 7, 9]. It presentsDesign sequence from existing one
approach. MiningMart tries to reuse successful preprocessing sequences. It collects information about both data and
preprocessing sequences. Both data and preprocessing sequence compose a case. After successful preprocessing user can
add a case to database. When user faces new problem he/she may search through the database of cases and seek for the
most similar to the current problem [1].

In MiningMart the building of preprocessing sequence is only on user and is not supported by MiningMart. But
successful case is stored in database with meta-data of original dataset. When new dataset is presented to MiningMart it
calculates meta-data of dataset and compares them to meta-data of cases stored in database and matching cases are offered
to user [6].

2 Inductive preprocessing

Our solution of complexity of data preprocessing is idea of inductive preprocessing. The idea is to let modelling algorithm
to select preprocessing methods which suits to it. For this we utilize genetic algorithm and let it select the most useful
preprocessing methods. The genome of each individual consists of lists of preprocessing methods. Individual contains
a sequence of preprocessing methods for each input attribute. Methods in given sequence are applied to corresponding
attribute only. In addition individuals contain one more sequence called global sequence. This global sequence contains
methods which treats the dataset as whole. For example PCA ordata reduction methods. As fitness function we use
accuracy of a model created from preprocessed data.

In inductive preprocessing we use only mutation. The mutation may swap, add and/or delete a preprocessing methods
in all sequences in individual. We decided to leave out cross-over operation. The reason is that sequence of preprocess-
ing methods makes sense only as a whole. And take one part fromone sequence and the other from second does not
improve anything and more probably mess up both individuals. We utilize tournament selection with four individuals in
tournament. We also utilize concept of elitism which means that two best individuals are automatically copied into next
generation.
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Tab. 1. Results for the Wine dataset.

Original Wine data Wine data with missing values
Average accuracy Best accuracy Average accuracy Best accuracy
1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

J48 Decision Tree 86 91.8 97 100 87.5 93.3 96.9 100
SMO Classifier 90.3 95.2 97.5 100 89.6 94 97.2 100
Logistic Classifier 88.7 94.5 98.5 100 84.5 92.1 97.4 100
Polynomial Classifier 40.4 90.1 95.9 100 – – – –

3 Data and Experiments

In our experiments we used several datasets available from UCI Machine learning repository [2]. To be exact we used
Ecoli, Glass and Wine datasets. For fitness calculation and presented results we used testing data. The original datasetwe
split into training dataset and testing part. The testing part of dataset is left as is and will be used for calculation of fitness
function during inductive preprocessing and also for calculation of errors presented in this article.

The training part is used to train models. In the experiment we used original datasets and datasets with 25% values
missing. This will test influence of modelling methods underthe different circumstances. Each inductive preprocessing
experiment will contain 100 individuals and they will be evolved for 50 generations. Because some preprocessing methods
uses random numbers and models depends on random initialization, the fitness of the model is not always the same with
the same preprocessing. To minimize this problem the fitnessis calculated as average from 10 training procedures with
the newly preprocessed data.

More to support our conclusions we repeated each run of Inductive Preprocessing 10 times. This will support reliability
of conclusions and allows us to formulate results which are supported by statistic.

4 Results

In this section we will present our results. First we will present results for the Wine dataset. All results for the Wine dataset
are summarized in the table 1. The table shows that accuracy of all models was improved by Inductive preprocessing.
It also shows that although value of average fitness differs all methods are able to achieve the same best results. In the
experiment with missing data the Polynomial classifier was unable to create any usable model.

The results also shows that there is not any difference between accuracy of the best model and therefore models may
be interchanged.

The figure 1 shows the progress of the average fitness, best-so-far fitness and average of the three best individuals in
all 10 experiments with Wine dataset with missing values andLogistic classifier model. The figure shows that the most
accurate solution was found in the first generation but also shows that the population improves as a whole. For each
generation, the box plot is created from fitness values in all10 experiments. The box-plot shows the first and third quartile
and the median value. More for each of series (average fitness, best-so-far and fitness of the three best individuals the
average value) the average values are drawn and values are connected with the line. Please note that median and average
values are not the same and therefore lines and box-plots differs.

The figure 1 shows that the average value and the median improves during the Inductive Preprocessing Algorithm. It
shows that the best individual achieves 100% accuracy in the8th generation. It also shows variance (difference between
the first and third quartile) of accuracy of models decreasesin time. The reason is that in the beginning there are still
surviving some individuals from the initial random population. As the algorithm progresses these individuals extinguishes.
It is important to note that in some generations the diversity of fitnesses increase and in the next few generations slowly
decreases. This is probably caused by chance. In several repeating runs of the algorithm, probably several major mutations
took place and this diversified values of fitness. This is working hypothesis which have to be proved in the future.

The figure 2 shows same dataset but the J48 decision tree was used. Also results looks similar to previous case.
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Fig. 1. Results of 10 runs of Inductive Preprocessing Algorithm forthe EColi dataset with
missing data and the SMO Classifier.

Fig. 2. Results of 10 runs of Inductive Preprocessing Algorithm forthe EColi dataset with
missing data and the SMO Classifier.
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Tab. 2. Results for the EColi dataset.

Original EColi data EColi data with missing values
Average accuracy Best accuracy Average accuracy Best accuracy
1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

J48 Decision Tree 80.1 83.2 90.5 91 79.1 83 90.3 91.1
SMO Classifier 52.4 82.6 83 91.5 45.8 80.4 76.5 89.1
Logistic Classifier 40.9 80 84.3 89.9 40 76 74.8 89

Fig. 3. Results of 10 runs of Inductive Preprocessing Algorithm forthe EColi dataset with
missing data and the SMO Classifier.

The table 2 shows results of Inductive Preprocessing Algorithm on the EColi dataset. The numbers shows more
interesting situation. Again numbers shows that InductivePreprocessing Algorithm improved accuracy of the best model
and also improved accuracy of all models in the population. In contrast to the Wine dataset the improvement of accuracy
is significant (e.g. from 76.5% to 88.9% for the best individual in case of SMO Classifier and missing values).

Please note that here and for the Glass dataset there are no results for the Logistic Classifier. The reason is extreme
computational time for the classifier.

The figure 3 shows run of the Inductive Preprocessing Algorithm for the EColi dataset with missing values and SMO
Classifier. The figure shows situation similar to Wine dataset. The fitness of whole population reaches its final circa 80%
value after very few steps. There is one difference from previous case. Since this dataset is more difficult to learn, the
best individual does not always achieve the same accuracy. This is why the value of the best individual is not constant but
varies in the generations and in different runs of InductivePreprocessing Algorithm.

The table 3 shows results for the Breast Cancer dataset. The results shows that this dataset is easy to learn and all
modelling methods achieved same (excellent) accuracy although they did not achieved 100% accuracy.

The last table 4 shows results for the Glass dataset. The results shows that the J48 Decision tree is the best classifier for
this data. It achieves accuracy more than 10% better than other modelling methods. The SMO, Logistic and Polynomial
Classifiers achieved comparable final accuracy about 73% fororiginal data and also data with missing values.

Please note that here and for the EColi dataset there are no results for the Logistic Classifier. The reason is extreme
computational time for the classifier.
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Tab. 3. Results for the Breast Cancer dataset.

Original Breast Cancer data Breast Cancer data with missing values
Average accuracy Best accuracy Average accuracy Best accuracy
1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

J48 Decision Tree 88.9 92.5 97.4 97.4 89.6 92.1 97.4 97.4
SMO Classifier 90.3 93.2 97.4 97.4 74 92.5 97.4 97.4
Logistic Classifier 90.3 94 97.4 97.4 90.4 93.1 97.4 97.4
Polynomial Classifier 89 94.1 97.4 97.4 – – – –

Fig. 4. Results of 10 runs of Inductive Preprocessing Algorithm forthe Breast Cancer
dataset with original data and the Polynomial Classifier.

Tab. 4. Results for the Glass dataset.

Original Glass data Glass data with missing values
Average accuracy in Best accuracy in Average accuracy in Best accuracy in
1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

1st
gener-
ation
[%]

50th
gener-
ation
[%]

J48 Decision Tree 61.8 68 84.2 86 60 64.7 79.2 82
SMO Classifier 52 55.4 70.1 73 45.3 49.8 68.8 73
Logistic Classifier 18.1 58.6 54 74.7 55.4 60.1 70 73.2
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Fig. 5. Results of 10 runs of Inductive Preprocessing Algorithm forthe Breas Cancer dataset
with original data and the Polynomial Classifier.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we tested how different modelling methods affects the Inductive Preprocessing Algorithm. The modelling
methods are used for calculation of fitness and evaluation ofsequences of preprocessing methods. The results presented
in this paper shows that modelling methods do affect progress of Inductive Preprocessing Algorithm but accuracy of the
best individual is comparable the same for all modelling methods for almost all datasets. The only exception is the Glass
dataset where the J48 Decision tree is more that 10% more accurate than other modelling methods. In other datasets
the actual difference between accuracies achieved by the best individuals is less than 2%. This shows that in almost all
situations the modelling methods are interchangeable. Theexception of the Glass dataset will be carefully studied and
in the future we will try to identify the reason why the modelling methods achieved so different accuracies. And we
will try to find a class of datasets where the modelling methods work differently. The other exception is Polynomial
Classifier which did not worked with the datasets with missing data and therefore may not be used for the datasets with
missing values. And also current implementation of the Polynomial Classifier is quite inefficient which makes this method
computationally expensive.

There is another important point of view which is not coveredin this paper – if and how the modelling method affects
sequences of preprocessing methods – which methods are selected and in that order are applied. This important question
will also be subject of future work.
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